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We study the classical Landau–Levich dip-coating problem for the case in which the
interface possesses both elasticity and surface tension. The aim of the study is to
develop a complete asymptotic theory of the elastocapillary Landau–Levich problem
in the limit of small flow speeds. As such, the paper also extends our previous study
on purely elastic Landau–Levich flow (Dixit & Homsy J. Fluid Mech., vol. 732, 2013,
pp. 5–28) to include the effect of surface tension. The elasticity of the interface is
described by the Helfrich model and surface tension is modelled in the usual way. We
define an elastocapillary number, , which represents the relative strength of elasticity
to surface tension. Based on the size of , we can define three different regimes of
interest. In each of these regimes, we carry out asymptotic expansions in the small
capillary (or elasticity) numbers, which represents the balance of viscous forces to
surface tension (or elasticity).
In the weak elasticity regime, the film thickness is a small correction to the classical
Landau–Levich law and can be written as
h˜∞,c = (0.9458− 0.0839 E )lcCa2/3,  1,
where lc is the capillary length, Ca is the capillary number and E = /Ca2/3. In the
elastocapillary regime, the film thickness is a function of  through the power-law
relationship
h˜∞,ec = h¯∞,eL f ()Ca4/7,  ∼ O(1),
where h¯∞,e is a numerical coefficient obtained in our previous study, L is the
elastocapillary length, and f () represents the functional dependence of film thickness
on the elastocapillary parameter.
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1. Introduction
In a previous paper, Dixit & Homsy (2013), we studied the effect of interfacial
elasticity on the classical Landau–Levich dip-coating flow in the absence of surface
tension. The results obtained in that analysis have motivated a detailed investigation of
the relative roles of surface tension and elasticity in the Landau–Levich problem. We
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therefore first summarize key results from that paper and then discuss the scope of the
present paper.
In the classical Landau–Levich dip-coating flow, the film thickness, h˜∞,c, varies as a
function of the capillary number according to the relation
h˜∞,c = 0.9458lcCa2/3, (1.1)
where lc = √σ/ρg is the capillary length, ρ is the density of the underlying fluid, g
is the acceleration due to gravity, and Ca = µU/σ is the capillary number with U,
µ and σ being the velocity of withdrawal of the plate, viscosity and surface tension
respectively. The subscript c in h˜∞,c denotes that the above result is valid for a clean
interface possessing a constant surface tension. If the fluid interface is replaced with an
elastic membrane, then (1.1) is replaced with the following result, valid in the absence
of surface tension (Dixit & Homsy 2013):
h˜∞,e = h¯∞,eleEl4/7, (1.2)
where El = µUl2e/KB is the elasticity number, le = (KB/ρg)1/4 is the elasticity length,
KB is the bending stiffness of the elastic interface, and h¯∞,e is a numerical coefficient.
Equation (1.2) is the key result in Dixit & Homsy (2013). A remarkable feature of
this result is that unlike the classical Landau–Levich result, h¯∞ is not unique. In Dixit
& Homsy (2013), we identify at least five solutions, i.e. five values of h¯∞. To obtain
the above result, the flow field was divided into two regions: a static region where
elasticity balances gravity and a transition region where elasticity balances viscous
forces. Solutions in the two regions were matched using the method of matched
asymptotic expansions. The main goal of the present paper is to rationalize the two
results, (1.1) and (1.2). Therefore, we develop an elastocapillary theory where the
interface possesses both elasticity and surface tension.
In addition to the primary objective of rationalizing the difference between (1.1) and
(1.2) from a theoretical perspective, the current work also relates to coating of various
physical systems. Motivation for the study of coating of both elastic and elastocapillary
interfaces was discussed in our previous paper, Dixit & Homsy (2013): examples
of their occurrence include particles and surfactants at interfaces, lipid bilayers, and
elastic membranes. As also discussed in Dixit & Homsy (2013), the study of coating
of elastic interfaces was motivated in part by experiments of Ouriemi & Homsy
(2013) where the film thickness was obtained in a dip-coating flow by covering the
interface by a monolayer of surface-adsorbed hydrophobic particles. The power law
scaling, (1.2), is in qualitative agreement with that obtained in those experiments,
which suggests that elasticity plays a role in particle-laden interfacial flows. However,
for many of the relevant systems (particle-laden interfaces, surfactant films at high
concentration, and lipid bilayers), the effect of surface tension is often not negligible,
and so the combined effects of surface tension and elasticity must be taken into
account, as in the present paper.
Elastocapillary effects arise in many natural systems. Bico et al. (2004) show that
bundles of elastic lamellae clump together when dipped in a fluid as a result of a
balance of capillary forces and elasticity of the lamellae. That study was carried out
to understand why wet hair often clumps together. Kim & Mahadevan (2006) study
the capillary rise of fluid between flexible sheets to determine the static equilibrium
shapes. Duprat, Aristoff & Stone (2011) study the temporal dynamics of capillary
rise between flexible sheets and show that elasticity of the sheet results in deviation
from the classical diffusive-like behaviour. The role of elasticity of the substrate on
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the shape and stability of sessile drops has been speculated about for a long time
in connection with the relevance of Young’s equation at the three-phase contact line.
Das et al. (2011) calculate the deformation of an elastic substrate due to tangential
capillary forces at the contact line. When a drop impacts on an elastic sheet, these
contact line forces can deform the elastic sheet such that the drop can sometimes
be wrapped around the sheet. By choosing elastic sheets of various shapes, Py et al.
(2007) produce three-dimensional capillary origami structures. Finally, Pihler-Puzovic´
et al. (2012) recently showed that replacing the rigid upper surface of a Hele-Shaw
cell with an elastic membrane can suppress viscous fingering.
In all the problems described above, the resultant dynamics is a result of a complex
interplay between surface tension and elasticity. In the present paper, we study
elastocapillary effects in the classical Landau–Levich problem. Hence this paper is
a natural extension of Dixit & Homsy (2013) to include elastocapillary effects. Our
focus is on developing a general theory of elastocapillary Landau–Levich flow with the
intention of uncovering the key physical mechanisms involved in determining the flow
and the film thickness.
The paper is organized as follows. In § 2, we introduce the relevant governing
equations and dimensionless parameters. In § 3, we obtain elastic corrections to the
classical Landau–Levich problem in the limit when elasticity is weak relative to
surface tension. When elasticity and surface tension are of comparable magnitude,
we have the elastocapillary regime discussed in § 4. The strong elasticity limit where
surface tension is weak relative to elasticity is briefly discussed in § 5. We summarize
the paper in § 6 and discuss open problems for future work.
2. Governing equations
Consider a vertical flat plate rising from a reservoir of fluid with a constant velocity,
U, as shown schematically in figure 1(a). The density of the fluid is ρ and we
neglect the effect of the surrounding air. The schematic of the flow field shows an
elastocapillary interface possessing a combination of elasticity and surface tension.
Away from the plate, the interface becomes flat at x = 0. The governing equations for
the fluid below the interface in steady-state conditions can be written in dimensional
form as
∇ · u˜= 0, (2.1a)
u˜ ·∇u˜= −1
ρ
∇p˜+ µ
ρ
∇2u˜+ g, (2.1b)
where u˜ is the dimensional velocity, ρ is the density of the fluid, g is the acceleration
due to gravity, µ is the dynamic viscosity and p˜ is the dimensional pressure. We
model the elasticity of the interface using the Helfrich model,
EC = 12
∫
KB(κ˜ − κ˜0)2 dA+
∮
γ dC, (2.2)
where EC is the elastic energy, KB is the bending modulus, and κ˜ and κ˜0 are the
dimensional mean and spontaneous curvatures respectively. In the first term, the
integration is performed over the surface area of the interface and the second term
describes the line tension term. Since the present study is restricted to two dimensions,
the line tension term does not enter the analysis. For simplicity, we neglect the effect
of spontaneous curvature, though this can easily be incorporated into the present
analysis.
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FIGURE 1. A schematic of the Landau–Levich dip-coating problem: (a) with an
elastocapillary interface possessing both elasticity and surface tension, and (b) with a jammed
monolayer of particles.
We introduce an additional energy contribution from surface tension which takes the
usual form
ET =
∫
σ dA, (2.3)
where (we recall) σ is the surface tension of the interface. A similar term appears
in the case of closed lipid membranes such as vesicles where σ is interpreted as a
Lagrange multiplier providing an area constraint for an incompressible interface. In
fact, in certain cases Seifert (1995) has shown that σ can indeed be interpreted as an
effective tension. For a two-dimensional interface, the integration is performed along
a line, and hence dA can be replaced by ds, where s is the arclength coordinate
measured in the direction of the tangent.
Owing to the close similarities between elastic interfaces and particle-laden films
(Vella, Aussillous & Mahadevan 2004), we can place the present study in the context
of particle-laden Landau–Levich flows. In this case, we replace the elastic interface
with a jammed monolayer of particles as shown in figure 1(b). From an experimental
viewpoint, such a jammed monolayer is an idealization, since particle concentration
will inevitably vary along the interface. Nevertheless, we expect such a model to
closely resemble a saturated interface covered with particles, as was the case in the
experiments of Ouriemi & Homsy (2013). In this case, γ represents line tension
around ‘islands’ of particle clusters. If the size of the particles is small relative to
the mean radius of curvature of the interface, it was shown by Planchette, Lorenceau
& Biance (2012) that the spontaneous curvature is small. This is consistent with the
neglect of κ˜0 in the present analysis.
Given these approximations and using the procedure given in Kaoui et al. (2008),
we derive expressions for the interfacial forces from (2.2) and (2.3), the result being
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fC =−KB
(
∂2κ˜
∂s2
+ κ˜
3
2
)
n, (2.4a)
fT = σκn, (2.4b)
where n is the unit vector in the normal direction and the subscripts C and T denote
that the forces correspond to curvature-induced elastic force and surface tension force
respectively. In deriving (2.4a) and (2.4b), we assume a constant KB and σ along
the interface. The normal and tangential stress balance equations on the interface at
y= h(x) take the form
n · T˜ ·n=−KB
(
∂2κ˜
∂s2
+ κ˜
3
2
)
+ σ κ˜, (2.5a)
t · ˜sfT ·n= 0, (2.5b)
where t is the unit vector in the tangential direction and T˜ =−p˜I+µ[∇u˜+∇u˜T] is the
stress tensor. In writing these equations, the effect of interfacial viscosity is neglected.
The boundary conditions on the plate and on the free surface are given by
u˜= U˜ at y˜= 0, (2.6)
n · u˜= 0 at y˜= h˜(x˜). (2.7)
As they are dimensionless, the tilde decoration is not used for the normal and
tangential vectors. In terms of h˜(x˜), these vectors take the form
n= −h˜x˜ iˆ+ jˆ
(1+ h˜2x˜)
1/2 , t =
iˆ+ h˜x˜ jˆ
(1+ h˜2x˜)
1/2 with h˜x˜ =
dh˜
dx˜
, (2.8)
where iˆ and jˆ are the unit vectors in the x and y directions respectively. The
dimensional curvature, κ˜ can be written as
κ˜ = h˜x˜x˜
(1+ h˜2x˜)
3/2 . (2.9)
2.1. Non-dimensional numbers and regimes of interest
To completely characterize the problem, we define the following non-dimensional
numbers:
Reynolds number, Re= ρUlc
µ
, (2.10a)
capillary number, Ca= µU
σ
, (2.10b)
elasticity number, El= µUl
2
e
KB
. (2.10c)
It is convenient to define an elastocapillary number,  = KB/σ l2c , which is independent
of the plate speed and is related to Ca and El through the expression
 =
(
Ca
El
)2
. (2.11)
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The theory developed in this paper is valid in the following limiting conditions:
Re 1, Ca 1, El 1. (2.12)
Based on the relative strengths of surface tension and elasticity, various flow regimes
are possible defined based on the size of  as follows:
(a)  1: weak elasticity regime;
(b)  ∼ O(1): elastocapillary regime;
(c)  1: strong elasticity regime.
As the name suggests, in the weak elasticity regime, surface tension dominates over
elasticity. Hence the natural length scale in this regime is the capillary length, lc. The
resulting solution will be a small correction (in an asymptotic sense) to the classical
Landau–Levich flow. We develop such a solution in § 3. In the strong elasticity regime,
surface tension is weak relative to elasticity. Hence the natural length scale in this
regime is the elasticity length, le. The resulting solution will be a small correction to
the elastic Landau–Levich flow studied in Dixit & Homsy (2013) and discussed in § 5.
And finally, in the elastocapillary regime discussed in § 4, both elasticity and surface
tension are of comparable magnitude. In this case, it will be convenient to introduce a
new length scale, the elastocapillary length, which involves a balance of elasticity and
surface tension.
3. Weak elasticity regime
We first investigate the effect of weak elasticity on the classical Landau–Levich flow.
Our main interest is to calculate the departure of the film thickness from the classical
case. As in the classical case, the domain is divided into three regions as shown in
figure 2: a constant film region, a static region and an all-important transition region
connecting them as discussed in Park & Homsy (1984).
3.1. Non-dimensional equations: static region
Since surface tension effects dominate over elasticity, we scale all lengths by the
capillary length, lc, velocities by plate speed U and pressure by σ/lc. The governing
equations in non-dimensional form are given by
ux + vy = 0, (3.1a)
CaRe(uux + vuy)=−px + Ca∇2u− 1, (3.1b)
CaRe(uvx + vvy)=−py + Ca∇2v, (3.1c)
u= 1, v = 0 at y= 0. (3.2)
At y= h(x), we have
v − hxu= 0, (3.3a)
−p+ 2Ca
(1+ h2x)
{
ux(h
2
x − 1)− (uy + vx)hx
}= hxx
(1+ h2x)3/2
− 
[
2(1+ h2x)2hxxxx − 20(1+ h2x)hxhxxhxxx − 5(1− 6h2x)h3xx
2(1+ h2x)9/2
]
, (3.3b)
−4uxhx + (uy + vx)(1− h2x)= 0. (3.3c)
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FIGURE 2. The asymptotic structure of the flow in the weak elasticity regime showing the
breakdown of the region into three regions: (i) a static region where gravity balances surface
tension; (ii) a transition region where viscous stress balances surface tension; and (iii) a fully
developed region where the flow is uniform.
As can be seen from (3.1b), (3.1c) and (3.3b), the viscous normal stress is negligible
for small Ca. The field equations show that the pressure is constant and all flow effects
are of higher order. The normal stress balance shows that this pressure is balanced by
a combination of surface tension and elasticity. Solutions in this region cannot match
the uniform flow region, so we rescale all variables as shown below.
3.2. Non-dimensional equations: transition region
In the transition region, all the variables are rescaled according to the scalings
given in Bretherton (1961) and Park & Homsy (1984). All the inner variables are
shown with an overbar. In this region, viscous forces become as important as the
pressure or interfacial tension and the equation of motion is given by the lubrication
approximation. The relevant scalings in this region are (see Park & Homsy 1984 for
more details)
(x¯, y¯)=
(
x− l
Ca1/3
,
y
Ca2/3
)
, (3.4a)
(u¯, v¯)=
(
u,
v
Ca1/3
)
, (3.4b)
p¯= p, h¯= h
Ca2/3
. (3.4c)
The non-dimensional equations in the transition region in terms of rescaled variables
become
u¯x¯ + v¯y¯ = 0, (3.5a)
CaRe(u¯u¯x¯ + v¯u¯y¯)=−p¯x¯ + Ca2/3u¯x¯x¯ + u¯y¯y¯ − Ca1/3, (3.5b)
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CaRe(u¯v¯x¯ + v¯v¯y¯)=−p¯y¯ + Ca4/3v¯x¯x¯ + Ca2/3v¯y¯y¯, (3.5c)
u¯= 1, v¯ = 0 at y¯= 0. (3.6)
At y¯= h¯(x¯), we have
v¯ − h¯x¯u¯= 0, (3.7a)
−p¯+ 2Ca
2/3
(1+ Ca2/3h¯2x¯)
[−h¯x¯(u¯y¯ + Ca2/3v¯x¯)− u¯x¯ + Ca2/3u¯x¯h¯2x¯]
= h¯x¯x¯
(1+ Ca2/3h¯2x¯)3/2
− 
(1+ Ca2/3h¯2x¯)9/2
[
1
Ca2/3
h¯x¯x¯x¯x¯ + O(1)
]
, (3.7b)
−4Ca2/3u¯x¯h¯x¯ + (u¯y¯ + Ca2/3v¯x¯)(1− Ca2/3h¯2x¯)= 0. (3.7c)
For brevity, only the dominant elastic term is written in the normal stress balance.
3.3. Asymptotic expansion
The nature of the scaling in the transition region suggests that all unknown quantities
may be expanded in simple powers of Ca as follows:
h(x;Ca, )=
∞∑
j=0
Caj/3hj(x; ), (3.8a)
p(x, y;Ca, )=
∞∑
j=0
Caj/3pj(x, y; ), (3.8b)
u(x, y;Ca, )=
∞∑
j=0
Caj/3uj(x, y; ). (3.8c)
For simplicity, we only evaluate the leading-order terms in the expansion. The size of
 is undetermined at this point and is therefore carried forward in the analysis.
3.4. Static region: leading order
On substituting (3.8) into (3.1)–(3.3), the governing equations in the static region at
leading order become
u0x + v0y = 0, (3.9a)
p0x =−1, (3.9b)
p0y = 0, (3.9c)
u0 = 1, v0 = 0 at y= 0. (3.10)
At y= h0(x), we have
u0h0x − v0 = 0, (3.11a)
p0 + h
0
xx
(1+ (h0x)2)
3/2
− 
[
2(1+ (h0x)2)
2
h0xxxx − 20(1+ (h0x)2)h0xh0xxh0xxx − 5(1− 6(h0x)2)(h0xx)3
2(1+ (h0x)2)
9/2
]
= 0.
(3.11b)
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In the absence of elasticity, the normal stress balance equation at leading order reduces
to the Young–Laplace equation. In such a case, the static region is commonly referred
to as the capillary-statics region. In the present case however, elasticity also determines
the interface shape. The interface far away from the plate has to be nearly flat and is
determined by the balance of hydrostatic pressure, surface tension and elasticity. The
boundary conditions for the interface shape are given by
h0→∞ as x→ 0, (3.12a)
h0x→−∞ as x→ 0. (3.12b)
As is well known, boundary conditions on the plate for the static meniscus are
determined by matching this region to the transition region.
3.5. Transition region: leading order
On substituting (3.8) into (3.5)–(3.7), the governing equations in the transition region
at leading order become
u¯0x¯ + v¯0y¯ = 0, (3.13a)
p¯0x¯ = u¯0y¯y¯, (3.13b)
p¯0y¯ = 0, (3.13c)
u¯0 = 1, v¯0 = 0 at y¯= 0. (3.14)
At y¯= h¯0(x¯), we have
u¯0h¯0x¯ − v¯0 = 0, (3.15a)
p¯0 + h¯0x¯x¯ −

Ca2/3
h¯0x¯x¯x¯x¯ = 0, (3.15b)
u¯0y¯ = 0. (3.15c)
To proceed further, we need to know the magnitude of  relative to Ca2/3. Observe that
in the transition region,  only appears in the ratio /Ca2/3. We therefore define a new
parameter
E = 
Ca2/3
, (3.16)
which is assumed to be small. We wish to ensure that the first correction to the
classical Landau–Levich problem is due to elasticity. Since Wilson (1982) showed
that gravity becomes important at O(Ca1/3), we impose the following bounds on the
magnitude of E :
Ca1/3 E  1. (3.17)
We assume that all variables in (3.9)–(3.15) may be expanded in powers of E as
follows:
[h0(x;E ), h¯0(x¯;E )] =
∞∑
i=0
E i[hi0(x), h¯i0(x¯)], (3.18a)
[p0(x;E ), p¯0(x¯;E )] =
∞∑
i=0
E i[pi0(x), p¯i0(x¯)], (3.18b)
[u0(x, y;E ), u¯0(x¯, y¯;E )] =
∞∑
i=0
E i[ui0(x, y), u¯i0(x¯, y¯)]. (3.18c)
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Though the above expansions are written to all orders in E , owing to the restriction
imposed in (3.17) the sequential ordering of terms in (3.18) will break down beyond
linear terms in E . We therefore only obtain solutions up to O(E ) in the following
sections.
3.6. O(E 0Ca0) solutions
The leading-order problem in E and Ca is the well-known Landau–Levich problem
without any elastic effects. We follow the solution procedure outlined in Park &
Homsy (1984) and briefly repeat the analysis here to establish the solution procedure
for higher-order elastic corrections. We substitute (3.18) in (3.9)–(3.15) and obtain the
leading-order equations in both E and Ca. From (3.11b), the leading-order normal
stress balance equation takes the form
p00 + h
00
xx
(1+ (h00x )2)
3/2 = 0. (3.19)
Eliminating p00 using (3.9b) and using boundary conditions (3.12), the interface shape
takes the form (see Park 1991)
h00(x)= sech −1
( x
2
)
− (4− x2)1/2 + C, (3.20)
where C is the integration constant determined by matching this solution to the
transition region. The normal stress balance in the transition region at leading order
becomes
p¯00 + h¯00x¯x¯ = 0. (3.21)
We now integrate the momentum equation (3.13b) with appropriate boundary
conditions on the plate and the interface to obtain u¯00 in terms of pressure gradient,
p¯00x¯ . This, together with the normal stress balance (3.21) and conservation of mass,
leads to a simple differential equation for the film thickness, h¯00(x¯),
h¯00x¯x¯x¯ =
3(h¯00∞ − h¯00)
(h¯00)
3 . (3.22)
This is the well-known Landau–Levich equation with h¯00∞ being the leading-order fully
developed film thickness (see Park & Homsy 1984 for more details). Far away from
the plate, the solution of this equation assumes a simple quadratic form
h¯00 = C0x¯2 + C1x¯+ C2 as x¯→−∞. (3.23)
The unknowns C0, C1 and C2 are determined by matching conditions.
To complete the leading-order analysis, the solution in the transition region has to be
matched with the static region. The matching condition can be written as
lim
x¯→−∞Ca
2/3h¯(x¯)= lim
x→l
h(x). (3.24)
Expanding l in E , the matching conditions for h00 become
O(E 0Ca0) : h00(l0)= 0, (3.25a)
O(E 0Ca1/3) : h00x (l0)= 0, (3.25b)
O(E 0Ca2/3) : h00xx (l0)= 2C0. (3.25c)
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From the first two conditions, the constant C in (3.20) is found and the value of l0 is
found to be
√
2. Using these results, the interface shape in the static region takes the
form
h00(x)= sech −1
( x
2
)
− (4− x2)1/2 − sech −1
(
1√
2
)
+√2. (3.26)
From the last condition in (3.25), we obtain the curvature of the interface at x = l0 to
be
√
2 and therefore the constant C0 = 1/
√
2. The film thickness, h¯00∞, in (3.22) is
the value at which the far-field asymptotic behaviour is consistent with the quadratic
expression (3.23). The numerical integration of (3.22) is similar to that carried out in
Park & Homsy (1984) and Park (1991) and results in a non-dimensional film thickness
of 0.9458. Therefore, the film thickness at leading order in E and Ca is given by
h00∞ = 0.9458Ca2/3. (3.27)
This is the famous Landau–Levich law.
3.7. O(ECa0) equations
We now obtain the first elastic correction to the Landau–Levich flow. The elastic
correction to the normal stress balance equation in the static region becomes
p10 + h
10
xx
(1+ (h00x )2)
3/2 −
3h10x h
00
x h
00
xx
(1+ (h00x )2)
5/2 = 0. (3.28)
Viscous effects become important only at O(Ca2/3); therefore the normal stress balance
is the only relevant condition in the static region.
The first elastic correction to the normal stress balance in the transition region
becomes
p¯10 + h¯10x¯x¯ − h¯00x¯x¯x¯x¯ = 0. (3.29)
Solving for the velocity field from the momentum equations, a linear third-order
differential equation for h¯10(x¯) can be easily obtained:
h¯10x¯x¯x¯ =
3
[
h¯10(2h¯00 − 3h¯00∞)+ h¯00h¯10∞
]
(h¯00)
4 + h¯00x¯x¯x¯x¯x¯, (3.30)
where h¯10∞ is the first elastic correction to the thickness of the fully developed thin
film. Equation (3.30) can be transformed into a canonical form using the following
transformation:
η10 = h¯
10
h¯00∞
, ξ = x¯+ t
h¯00∞
, R= h¯
10
∞
h¯00∞
, η00 = h¯
00
h¯00∞
. (3.31)
Equation (3.30) then becomes
η10ξξξ =
3
[
η10(2η00 − 3)+ Rη00]
(η00)
4 +
1
(h¯00∞)
2 η
00
ξξξξξ , (3.32)
with boundary condition
η10→ R as ξ →∞. (3.33)
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FIGURE 3. A schematic of the Landau–Levich dip-coating problem in the absence of any
impurities showing the presence of an interfacial stagnation point.
As ξ →−∞, η10 assumes a simple quadratic form:
η10(ξ)= 12D0ξ 2 + D1ξ + D2, (3.34)
or, in terms of original scaling, we get
h¯10(x¯)= D0
2h¯00∞
x¯2 +
(
D0t
h¯00∞
+ D1
)
x¯+
(
D0t2
2h¯00∞
+ D1t + D2h¯00∞
)
. (3.35)
The matching conditions for h10 at O(E ) become
O(ECa0) : h10(l0)= 0, (3.36a)
O(ECa1/3) : h10x (l0)= 0, (3.36b)
O(ECa2/3) : h10xx (l0)=
D0
h¯00∞
. (3.36c)
From the solution of (3.28), it can be shown that h10xx (l
0) = 0, therefore D0 must be
zero. By numerical integration of (3.32) for various R, we determine the value of R for
which D0 vanishes, as shown in figure 3. From a straight line fit to the solution, we
find
R=−0.0879± 0.01 at D0 = 0. (3.37)
By varying the domain size and the allowable tolerance in the numerical integration,
the value of R slightly varied as reflected in the error bar. The negative value for
R shows that the first elastic correction to the Landau–Levich flow results in film
thinning in the weak elasticity regime. The modified Landau–Levich law in this regime
becomes
h∞ = (0.9458− 0.0839E )Ca2/3. (3.38)
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In this section, we considered the limiting case where   Ca2/3. A natural extension
of this section would be the case where  ∼ O(Ca2/3). A valid solution in this region
of parameter space could not be found; see Appendix for further details.
4. Elastocapillary regime
4.1. Scaling and static region
We now consider the case when elasticity and surface tension effects are comparable
to each other. It is therefore natural to define a length scale based on the balance of
elasticity and surface tension. In the outer region where viscous stresses are negligible,
we have p∼ KBhxxxx ∼ σhxx. Assuming x and h scale with the length scale L, we get
KB
L3
∼ σ
L
⇒ L=
(
KB
σ
)1/2
, (4.1)
where L can be called an elastocapillary length. This length scale was also used
in Kim & Mahadevan (2006). Using L as the characteristic length scale, the
full momentum equations and boundary conditions simplify considerably. The only
relevant equations in the static region are the hydrostatic equation and the normal
stress balance,
px =−, (4.2a)
p= −hxx
(1+ h2x)3/2
+
[
2(1+ h2x)2hxxxx − 20(1+ h2x)hxhxxhxxx − 5(1− 6h2x)h3xx
2(1+ h2x)9/2
]
. (4.2b)
In the above equations, the viscous normal stress terms have been omitted as they are
negligible in the static region. It is useful to note that the parameter
 = L
2
l2c
= KBρg
σ 2
. (4.3)
This relation will be useful in rescaling the results obtained in this section in terms of
lc and le for comparison with the weak and strong elasticity regimes respectively.
4.2. Transition region
As before, the solution of the static equations cannot be matched to the fully
developed thin-film solution near the plate. We again introduce a transition region
where viscous forces become important and also invoke the lubrication approximation.
To determine the relevant scalings in this region (shown with an overbar), we
introduce a general rescaling of both the x and y coordinates:
(x¯, y¯)=
( x
Can
,
y
Cam
)
, h¯= h
Cam
, p¯= p, (u¯, v¯)=
(
u,
v
Cam−n
)
. (4.4)
Again, the full momentum equations and boundary conditions simplify, with the
relevant ones being the x-momentum equation, the continuity equation and the normal
stress balance. Writing the dominant terms in the x-momentum equation, (3.1b), and
the normal stress balance equation, (3.3b), we get
p¯x¯ = Ca1+n−2mu¯y¯y¯ − Can, (4.5a)
−p¯= Cam−2nh¯x¯x¯ + Cam−4nh¯x¯x¯x¯x¯. (4.5b)
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The first relation refers to the balance of pressure gradient with viscous stress and
gravity and the second relation refers to the balance of pressure with surface tension
and elasticity. We require that these terms balance as Ca→ 0. From (4.5), we have
two options:
n= 2m− 1, m− 2n= 0, (4.6a)
or n= 2m− 1, m− 4n= 0. (4.6b)
Using the first set of relations in (4.6a), we get n = 1/3 and m = 2/3 (note that this
gives the classical Landau–Levich scaling). With this scaling, the elasticity term in
(4.5b) is O(Ca−2/3) which cannot be balanced in the limit Ca→ 0. The second set of
relations in (4.6b) yield n = 1/7 and m = 4/7, with the surface tension term in (4.5)
now being O(Ca2/7) and therefore small at leading order. Hence the only meaningful
transition region scalings are obtained with m = 4n = 4/7. The rescaled variables in
the transition region are therefore
(x¯, y¯)=
(
x− x0
Ca1/7
,
y
Ca4/7
)
, (4.7a)
(u¯, v¯)=
(
u,
v
Ca3/7
)
, (4.7b)
p¯= p, h¯= h
Ca4/7
. (4.7c)
Now the leading-order normal stress balance equation in the transition region becomes
p¯= h¯x¯x¯x¯x¯. (4.8)
Solving for the velocity field from the momentum equation and conserving mass flux,
we get
h¯x¯x¯x¯x¯x¯ = 3(h¯− h¯∞)
h¯3
. (4.9)
Equation (4.9) is identical to the elastic Landau–Levich equation derived in Dixit &
Homsy (2013) where surface tension was neglected. Thus surface tension contributes
to the static region in the elastocapillary problem, but not to the inner transition region
at leading order. Thus the development of the inner solution has a lot in common
with our previous paper, Dixit & Homsy (2013), but we repeat certain details here for
completeness.
As x¯→∞, the solution of (4.9) has to match with a thin film of thickness h¯∞. After
linearizing it about h¯= h¯∞, we get
h¯(0) = h¯(0)∞ + eλr x¯ {A cos(λix¯)+ B sin(λix¯)} as x¯→∞, (4.10)
where
λr + iλi = 3
1/5
h¯3/5∞
[
cos
(
4pi
5
)
+ i sin
(
4pi
5
)]
, (4.11)
and A, B are arbitrary constants. The constant B can be absorbed by making an
arbitrary choice of the origin.
As the other end of the transition region, the film thickness diverges as x¯→−∞ as
shown in figure 1(a). Therefore the far-field asymptotic behaviour of h¯ becomes
h¯(0) = c0x¯4 + c1x¯3 + c2x¯2 + c3x¯+ c4 as x¯→−∞. (4.12)
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The constants ci are unknown at this stage and have to be determined by matching
with the static region.
In spite of the absence of surface tension in (4.9), surface tension affects the film
thickness via the matching of the solution of (4.9) to the static meniscus as described
below.
4.3. Matching conditions
According to the scaling (4.7), the film thickness in the transition region scales as
Ca4/7 times the thickness in the static region. Matching the two regions according to
the matching principle of Van Dyke (1975), we get
lim
x¯→−∞Ca
4/7h¯(x¯)= lim
x→x0
h(x). (4.13)
By using a Taylor series expansion of h(x) about x = x0, the matching conditions for
h(0) and h(1) become
O(Ca(0)) : h(0)(x0)= 0, (4.14)
O(Ca1/7) : h(0)x (x0)= 0, (4.15a)
h(1)(x0)= 0, (4.15b)
O(Ca2/7) : h(0)xx (x0)= 0, (4.16a)
h(1)x (x0)= 0, (4.16b)
O(Ca3/7) : h(0)xxx(x0)= 0, (4.17a)
h(1)xx (x0)= 0, (4.17b)
O(Ca4/7) : h(0)xxxx(x0)= 24c0, (4.18a)
h(1)xxx(x0)= 6c1. (4.18b)
The matching condition (4.14) clearly shows that x0 is the position of contact of
the static interface with the vertical plate. The matching conditions on h(0) serve as
boundary conditions for the static interface shape governed by (4.2), as described in
the next subsection.
4.4. Static interface shape
The detailed solution procedure for the static interface is outlined in Dixit & Homsy
(2013). We therefore discuss only the key distinguishing feature pertinent to the
present problem.
We first obtain the shape of the static interface far from the plate. In this region,
elasticity balances gravity and the interface shape is governed by (3.11b). Since the
boundary conditions are inhomogeneous as x→ 0, it is difficult to solve the static
equations in the current coordinate system. Instead, we switch the coordinate system
by assuming a one-to-one map from the (x, h) plane to the (η, ξ) plane as shown
schematically in figure 4. In other words, we seek the solution of the static meniscus
η as a function of ξ rather than h as a function of x. Eliminating pressure, the static
equation for the interface height, η = η(ξ), in the switched coordinate axes becomes
ηξξξξ =−η(1+ η2ξ )5/2 + (1+ η2ξ )ηξξ +
10ηξηξξηξξξ
(1+ η2ξ )
+ 5(1− 6η
2
ξ )η
3
ξξ
2(1+ η2ξ )2
, (4.19)
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x(a) (b)
FIGURE 4. Transformation from the original (x, h) axes to (η, ξ) axes.
with η→ 0 as ξ →∞. Expanding η in powers of Ca1/7 as
η = η(0) + Ca1/7η(1) + O(Ca2/7), (4.20)
we obtain the leading-order solution and the first-order correction to the static interface
as described below.
4.5. The O(1) static solution
The equation for the leading-order term η(0) is identical to (4.19). After linearizing
this equation about η(0) = 0, we obtain the following characteristic equation for the
eigenvalues λ:
λ4 − λ2 +  = 0. (4.21)
Of the four roots, only two are physically relevant, and they take the form
λ1,2 =−
(
1±√1− 4
2
)1/2
. (4.22)
For  6 1/4, the solution of (4.19) exhibits an exponential decay with no oscillations,
while for  > 1/4, the eigenvalues assume complex values and the solution exhibits an
oscillatory decay. The far-field behaviour then becomes
η(0) = aeλ1ξ + beλ2ξ . (4.23)
We can eliminate the two constants a and b to obtain consistency conditions,
η
(0)
ξξ = (λ1 + λ2)η(0)ξ − λ1λ2η(0)
η
(0)
ξξξ = (λ1 + λ2)η(0)ξξ − λ1λ2η(0)ξ
}
as ξ →∞. (4.24)
We now examine the region close to the plate to obtain additional boundary conditions.
Since hxxxx = 24c0 and all lower derivatives vanish at x = x0 as shown in (4.14)–(4.18),
the local interface shape near x= x0 can be written as
h(0) = c0(x− x0)4 near x= x0. (4.25)
Writing the above equation in terms of (ξ, η(0)), we get
ξ = c0(η(0) − η0)4. (4.26)
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Rewriting the above result as an equation for η(0), we get
η(0) = η0 + dξ 1/4, (4.27a)
η
(0)
ξ = d4ξ
−3/4, (4.27b)
η
(0)
ξξ =−3d16ξ
−7/4, (4.27c)
η
(0)
ξξξ = 21d64 ξ
−11/4, (4.27d)
η
(0)
ξξξξ =−231d256 ξ
−15/4, (4.27e)
where d = c−1/40 . The above expressions are consistent with the singular nature of
the boundary conditions as ξ → 0. For numerical purposes, the singular boundary
conditions at ξ = 0 are applied at ξ = 10−6. Substituting (4.27) into (4.19) and
balancing the dominant terms as ξ → 0, we get the simple result
η0 = 24
d4
. (4.28)
With two boundary conditions from (4.24) and three from (4.27), the formulation of
the static problem for η(0) is now complete.
The solution procedure is similar to that discussed in Dixit & Homsy (2013). Since
 is a free parameter, we vary it in the range [10−3, 103]. It has to be noted that for
small values of , the decay rate can be very small. For example, using  = 10−3, we
get λ1 =−0.0316 and λ2 =−0.9995. Since eλ1ξ decays slowly as ξ →∞, the domain
of integration has to be considerably increased for small . For large , the domain of
integration is ξ ∈ [0, 20] and for small , we use [0, 400].
The position of the apparent contact line η0 or x0 is shown in figure 5(a) which
exhibits a power-law behaviour for both large and small . As a result, we closely
examine the limiting cases → 0 and →∞. Since  is the ratio of elasticity to
surface tension, → 0 corresponds to the limit of vanishing elasticity, and →∞
corresponds to the limit of vanishing surface tension.
In the limit → 0, we expect the power law in figure 5(a) to approach η0 ∼ −1/2.
To see this, it is useful to rescale η0 in terms of the capillary length, lc. Using the
relation L/lc = 1/2, we get
η˜0
lc
= η˜0
L
1/2. (4.29)
In the limit → 0, we expect the meniscus shape to approach that corresponding to a
clean interface where elasticity is absent. According to (3.26), which was derived with
 = 0, we get η˜0/lc =
√
2. We thus require η˜0/L→ −1/2 to negate the  dependence
as → 0. At the other extreme where →∞, we expect η0→ −1/4. To again see
this, we use the relation L/le = 1/4, thus
η˜0
le
= η˜0
L
1/4. (4.30)
As shown in Dixit & Homsy (2013), in the pure elasticity problem where surface
tension is neglected, we get η˜0/le = 1.7358. To be consistent with this result, we
require η˜0/L→ −1/4 as →∞. The power laws shown in figure 5(a), obtained by
curve fitting, are broadly consistent with these limiting cases. Owing to the convex
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FIGURE 5. (a) The location of the apparent contact line, η0, and (b) hxxxx at the contact line as
a function of . The dashed lines show fits taken for  6 10−2 and  > 102. In (a) and (b), the
expected power-law exponents are −1/2 and 1/2 respectively in the limit of → 0, and −1/4
and 3/4 in the limit of →∞.
shape of the curve, we expect these power laws to approach the limiting cases ∼−1/2
and ∼−1/4 as → 0 and ∞ respectively.
Since hxxxx(x0) = 24c0 where c0 = 1/d4, we get from (4.28) hxxxx(x0) = η0.
Therefore the limiting behaviours for hxxxx(x0) as → 0 and ∞ are ∼1/2 and ∼3/4
respectively. Again, the curve fits shown in figure 5(b) are consistent with these values.
To further verify if the limiting behaviour is truly obeyed as → 0 and ∞, we directly
compare the shape of the static meniscus obtained by solving (4.19) with the limiting
cases  = 0 and 1/ = 0. In the former case, the relevant length scale is the capillary
length, lc, and the comparison is shown in figure 6(a) where we set  = 10−3. In the
latter case, the relevant length scale is the elasticity length, le, and the comparison
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FIGURE 6. (a) Shape of the static interface shown with a solid line rescaled in terms of
capillary length, lc, for  = 10−3. The symbols correspond to the exact solution given in
(3.26). (b) Shape of the static interface shown with a solid line rescaled in terms of elasticity
length, le for  = 103. The symbols correspond to the shape of an elastic meniscus given in
Dixit & Homsy (2013). The black circle shows the location of the contact line.
is shown in figure 6(b) where we set  = 103. It is clear from these figures that the
agreement between limiting static shapes and intermediate static shapes calculated at
finite but small (or large)  is excellent. This further validates the solution procedure
adopted in § 4.4. The shape of the static interface for various values of  is shown in
figure 7. As discussed earlier the structure of the solution and decay rates widely differ
with varying .
We now show that the cubic term in (4.12) also vanishes by analysing higher-order
effects in the static problem. This puts a constraint on the far-field nature of the
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FIGURE 7. Shape of a static interface for  = 10−3, 10−2, 10−1, 1, 10, 102, 103. The interface
shape exhibits an oscillatory decay for  < 1/4.
solution of the transition region. It can be shown that the O(Ca1/7) correction to the
static shape identically vanishes for all . Since viscous terms do not contribute at
O(Ca1/7), and no new additional terms arise at this order, corrections to the interface
shape can only arise from modifications to the boundary conditions at x = x0. We can
show that x0 is independent of Ca by analysing the O(Ca1/7) correction to the static
equation (4.19) as discussed in § 4 of Dixit & Homsy (2013) in greater detail. This
leads to the conclusion that c1 = 0, and hence the cubic term in (4.12) is absent.
4.6. Solution: transition region
Since c1 = 0, we can use (4.12) to impose two boundary conditions as x¯→−∞. For
numerical purposes, we integrate (4.9) from xmax = 0 to xmin = −100. We rewrite the
transition region equation with relevant boundary conditions for convenience:
h¯(0)x¯x¯x¯x¯x¯ = 3(h¯
(0) − h¯(0)∞ )
(h¯(0))
3 , (4.31a)
with
h¯(0) = h¯(0)∞ + Aeλr x¯ cos(λix¯) and its derivatives at x¯= xmax, (4.31b)
h¯(0)x¯x¯x¯x¯ = 24c0
h¯(0)x¯x¯x¯ = 24c0xmin
}
at x¯= xmin. (4.31c)
We drop the superscript (0) for convenience. Since hxxxx(x0), and hence c0, is known,
the boundary value formulation of the transition region problem is now complete. As
shown in figure 5(b), hxxxx(x0) is a function of  and hence the film thickness h¯∞ is
affected by surface tension.
We solve (4.31) using MATLAB’s bvp4c solver in all our calculations. For a given
, the parameters A and h¯∞ are varied, keeping the domain of integration fixed in
the range [0,−100]. Remarkably, five different solutions are obtained for each value
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FIGURE 8. Variation of film thickness with the elastocapillary number. The three curves
show three different families of solutions to (4.31) and the dashed and dashed-dotted lines
show power-law fits taken with  > 102 and  6 10−2 respectively.
of . The detailed numerical procedure for finding multiple solutions is outlined in
Dixit & Homsy (2013) and we do not repeat it here. Since  is a free parameter,
the five solutions are really five one-parameter families of solutions. We show three
of these branches in figure 8. It is clear from figure 8 that except for a constant
multiplying factor, the functional dependence of h¯∞ on  is the same for all the
branches. This relationship can be written as
h¯∞()= h¯∞,e f (), (4.32)
where f () represents the shape of the curves in figure 8, and h¯∞,e, a number, is the
film thickness in the limit →∞ in the transition region. We show below that h¯∞,e is
the numerical coefficient of the elastic Landau–Levich flow found in Dixit & Homsy
(2013).
Consider the uppermost branch in figure 8. A power law fit for  > 102 gives us
h¯∞ = 0.2524−0.532. (4.33)
Writing this expression in dimensional form, we get
h˜∞(,Ca)= 0.2524L−0.532Ca4/7. (4.34)
To understand this result, we need to take a closer look at the limiting case of
→∞. In this limit, the static solution reduces to the elastic meniscus solution of
Dixit & Homsy (2013) as evident from figure 6(b). Moreover, the transition region
equation, (4.31a), is independent of surface tension. We therefore expect the film
thickness in the present problem to approach the purely elastic Landau–Levich solution
in the limit →∞. As shown in Dixit & Homsy (2013), in the absence of surface
tension, the elastic Landau–Levich law in dimensional form can be written as
h˜∞,e(El)= h¯∞,eleEl4/7, (4.35)
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Solution A h¯∞,e
1 2.007× 10−12 0.0999
2 −1.7777×10−10 0.1157
3 1.6483× 10−8 0.1390
4 −1.6594× 10−6 0.1783
5 2.0258× 10−4 0.2634
TABLE 1. List of solutions for the purely elastic Landau–Levich flow given in Dixit &
Homsy (2013) obtained by solving (4.31) with c0 = 0.07232, which corresponds to the
value in the limit →∞.
where h¯(0)∞,e can assume one of five different values as given in table 1, and El is the
elasticity number. Each solution is associated with a different value of A in (4.31).
Consider the highest solution in this set, which can be written again as
h˜∞,e = 0.2634leEl4/7
= 0.2634L
(
le
L
)(
El
Ca
)4/7
Ca4/7
= 0.2634L−15/28Ca4/7. (4.36)
Since 15/28 ≈ 0.536, the above expression is almost identical to (4.34) except for
minor numerical differences which are understandable since (4.34) is obtained with
 6 103 whereas (4.36) is obtained in the limit →∞. The slightly concave shape of
the curves in figure 8 makes it safe to assume that the limiting behaviour for →∞
will approach the purely elastic Landau–Levich case studied in Dixit & Homsy (2013).
Hence the correct form of the power-law scaling can be written as
h˜∞,e = h¯∞,eL f ()Ca4/7. (4.37)
This expression is valid for all values of  through the shape function f (). This is
the main result of this section, and it establishes the relationship between the film
thickness and a combination of mechanical properties of the interface and dynamic
flow conditions. Since Ca = µU/σ , the film thickness varies with the plate speed as
U4/7.
Let us now examine the other limit of → 0. This is the limit of weak elasticity and
hence the film thickness is expected to be a function of surface tension, viscosity and
gravity, which is the regime of validity of the classical Landau–Levich law for a clean
interface,
h˜∞,c = 0.9458lcCa2/3. (4.38)
According to the above relation, the film thickness in the Landau–Levich law varies as
U2/3, which differs from the U4/7. Therefore it is not possible for (4.37) to agree with
(4.38) using any transformation in the length scales. This suggests that there exists
an additional regime with small  where a simple power-law asymptotic expansion
in Ca is not possible. A detailed investigation of this regime which connects the
elastocapillary regime studied here to the classical Landau–Levich regime is beyond
the scope of this paper.
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5. Note on the weak surface tension regime
Analogously to the weak elasticity regime studied in § 3, it is also possible to study
the effect of weak surface tension on the elastic Landau–Levich flow. In this regime,
the elastocapillary number  is large. The relevant length scale in this regime is the
elasticity length, le. Rescaling pressure with KB/l3e , the hydrostatic force balance and
the normal stress balance equations become
px =−1, (5.1a)
p= −1
1/2
hxx
(1+ h2x)3/2
+ 2(1+ h
2
x)
2hxxxx − 20(1+ h2x)hxhxxhxxx − 5(1− 6h2x)h3xx
2(1+ h2x)9/2
. (5.1b)
To obtain the transition region scaling, we balance elasticity with viscous forces in the
inner region and use the lubrication approximation (see Dixit & Homsy 2013 for more
details). The scalings can be written as
(x¯, y¯)=
(
x− x0
El1/7
,
y
El4/7
)
, (5.2a)
(u¯, v¯)=
(
u,
v
El3/7
)
, (5.2b)
p¯= p, h¯= h
El4/7
. (5.2c)
The normal stress balance equation in the transition region becomes
p=−El
2/7
1/2
h¯x¯x¯ + h¯x¯x¯x¯x¯. (5.3)
Solving for the velocity field from the momentum equation and using the same
procedure used in §§ 3 and 4, a single nonlinear differential equation can be obtained
for the film thickness, h¯(x¯),
h¯x¯x¯x¯x¯x¯ − El
2/7
1/2
h¯x¯x¯x¯ = 3(h¯− h¯∞)
h¯3
. (5.4)
We are interested in the regime where El 1 and   1. Therefore El2/7/1/2 is
smaller than 1/1/2, hence we use β = El2/7/1/2 as the small parameter. We now carry
out a double expansion in the small parameters El1/7 and β. Writing the expansion for
h¯ to first-order terms, we get
h¯= h¯00 + El1/7h¯01 + βh¯10 + · · ·, (5.5)
where the first superscript corresponds to the β correction and the second one to the
El1/7 correction. The sequential ordering of terms in the above expansion depends
on the relative size of β and El1/7. If   1, clearly β  El1/7. This is true even
when  ∼ O(1). Therefore the first β correction is actually a second-order effect.
As discussed in Dixit & Homsy (2013), a gravitational correction to the purely
elastic Landau–Levich flow arises at O(El1/7). In this paper, we are only interested
in evaluating first-order effects and therefore do not evaluate the small-β effects any
further.
6. Summary and discussion
In this paper, we have developed a theory of dip-coating flows where the interface
is governed by a combination of elasticity and surface tension. The present paper is
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FIGURE 9. All possible regimes in the Landau–Levich dip-coating flow where the interface
possesses surface tension and/or elasticity.
a continuation of the elastic Landau–Levich flow theory developed in Dixit & Homsy
(2013) where surface tension was absent. Analogously to the classical Landau–Levich
flow, the flow field can be divided into three separate regions: (i) the outer or static
region far away from the plate where the interface shape is dictated by a balance of
gravity, elasticity and/or surface tension; (ii) the inner or transition region near the
plate where the interface shape is dictated by a balance of viscous forces, elasticity
and/or surface tension; and (iii) a thin-film region on the surface of the plate where the
flow is uniform and tangential to the moving plate.
Because of the presence of a new physical effect, the elasticity of the interface, the
physics of film formation is now dictated by the relative balance of gravity, viscosity,
elasticity and surface tension. Elasticity further introduces an additional length scale,
le = (KB/ρg)1/4, into the problem. This elasticity length scale is analogous to the
well-known capillary length scale for a hydrostatic interface with surface tension.
Based on the relative strengths of elasticity and surface tension, various flow
regimes are possible. This is facilitated by defining an elastocapillary number,
 = KB/σ l2c , which is physically the ratio of energy cost associated with deforming
an interface with elasticity and surface tension respectively. To gain a complete
understanding of the role of elasticity in the dip-coating process, we study the entire
range of  from zero to infinity. We identify three main regimes based on the size of 
as shown schematically in figure 9.
(i) In the limit of vanishing  where   O(Ca2/3), elasticity is weak relative to
surface tension. Hence the relevant length scale in this regime is the capillary length,
lc. At leading order, the flow is identical to the classical Landau–Levich flow. With
weak elasticity, we show that the shape of the fluid interface is marginally altered and
that elasticity causes film thinning relative to the classical Landau–Levich case. The
resultant power-law scaling can be written as
h˜∞,c = (0.9458− 0.0839 E )lcCa2/3. (6.1)
(ii) When  is very large, elasticity dominates over surface tension effects. If surface
tension is neglected, we arrive at the elastic Landau–Levich flow, which was studied
in detail in our previous paper, Dixit & Homsy (2013). A remarkable feature of this
regime is the presence of multiple solutions. The resultant power-law scaling can be
written as
h˜∞,e = h¯∞,eleEl4/7, (6.2)
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where we find five different values for the numerical coefficient h¯∞,e. This regime can
at least be extended to study the case of weak surface tension. It is shown that weak
surface tension is a second-order effect and is therefore not pursued in this paper.
(iii) Between the above two regimes, we have the elastocapillary regime where
 ∼ O(1), i.e. elasticity and surface tension are of comparable magnitude. In this
regime, the natural length scale is the so-called elastocapillary length, L = (KB/σ)1/2.
In this regime, it is shown that surface tension affects only the static interface shape
and is completely absent in the transition region. The resultant power-law scaling for
the film thickness takes the form
h˜∞,ec = h¯∞,eL f ()Ca4/7, (6.3)
where f () is the functional dependence of the film thickness on  as shown in
figure 8.
The above three power laws, (6.1)–(6.3), are the main results of Dixit & Homsy
(2013) and of this paper. We further show that (6.3) in the elastocapillary regime
approaches (6.2) in the elastic regime in the limit of → 0. But no such matching was
possible between (6.3) and (6.1). The two power laws possess a different exponent for
the capillary number. Therefore a simple power-law expansion cannot be found which
takes the scaling from (6.1) to (6.3). Therefore there exists a hidden region, shown by
the shaded region in figure 9, where the film thickness transitions from Ca2/3 to Ca4/7,
or in terms of velocity, from U2/3 to U4/7.
Except for a small region where O(Ca2/3) .  1, the present paper along with its
companion, Dixit & Homsy (2013), presents a complete theory of the Landau–Levich
dip-coating flow for an interface with surface tension and/or elasticity.
As discussed in the introduction, there has been a great deal of interest in recent
years in understanding the role of elasticity in various interfacial flow problems.
The present problem contributes to this growing literature on elastocapillary flows
by addressing the role of elasticity in one of the most fundamental fluid dynamical
problems, namely the Landau–Levich dip-coating flow.
In a recent experiment of Ouriemi & Homsy (2013), it was shown that small
surface-adsorbed hydrophobic particles alter the dip-coating process in the following
ways: first, particles lead to film thickening relative to the cleaner cousin, and second,
the power-law scaling of film thickness with velocity of the plate is altered from the
classical U2/3 to U0.57. It is interesting to note that if elasticity is included as an
O(1) effect, the scaling obtained is U4/7 as shown in figure 9, which is strikingly
close to the experimental observation. This suggests that elasticity played a role in the
experiments of Ouriemi & Homsy (2013). A detailed comparison between the scaling
law (6.2) and experiments is presented in our companion paper, Dixit & Homsy
(2013), where it is shown that the theoretical prediction differs only by a factor of
two from the experimental observation. In order to make a quantitative comparison
with the elastocapillary result, (6.3), the bending stiffness of the interface has to be
measured. We hope the present theory motivates more experiments in this direction.
Within the frame of elastocapillary effects on low-speed flows, the present theory is
highly simplified with many restrictions. The first of these is the limitation of constant
surface tension and elasticity. If elasticity is indeed the result of surface species such
as surfactants or colloidal particles, then it is natural to conceive that the material
properties of the interface will be a direct function of the particle concentration.
Therefore a natural extension of the present theory is to cases when both surface
tension and elasticity vary along the interface. Such theories with Marangoni effects
exist for dip-coating flows with variable surfactant concentration where elasticity is
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neglected. In the case of elasticity, it would be interesting to know the role of
elastic–Marangoni effects in interfacial flows. The second limitation of the present
theory is the restriction on power-law asymptotic behaviour. As we have seen, the
present theory fails to explain the variation in scaling from U2/3 to U4/7 in the small
region sandwiched between the weak elasticity and elastocapillary regimes. A more
generalized theory or numerical tools are required to uncover the physics in this
region.
The presence of multiple solutions in the strong elasticity and elastocapillary
regimes is intriguing, especially since the weak elasticity problem does not exhibit
such behaviour. This suggests that a bifurcation is expected to occur in the shaded
region of figure 9. Such a bifurcation would of course vanish if a unique solution
could be found from the family of multiple solutions found here. Therefore a pressing
issue for future study concerns the stability of these multiple solutions.
In spite of the above simplicity, the present theory reveals the possibility of rich
dynamics in other interfacial flows with interfacial elasticity.
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Appendix. Absence of an intermediate asymptotic regime
In § 3, we investigated the effect of elasticity on the Landau–Levich flow in the
limit when elasticity was weak in relation to surface tension. This was made possible
by assuming that E  1, equivalently written as   Ca2/3. A natural extension of
this regime would be to assume that  ∼ O(Ca2/3), i.e. E ∼ O(1). The leading-order
normal stress balance equation in the static region, (3.11b), now becomes (omitting the
superscript for convenience)
p+ hxx
(1+ (hx)2)3/2
= 0, (A 1)
which is identical to the zero-elasticity Landau–Levich case discussed earlier. Hence
elasticity does not determine the shape of the static meniscus in this regime. Similarly,
the normal stress balance equation (3.15b) written in the transition region in terms of
E becomes
p¯+ h¯x¯x¯ − E h¯x¯x¯x¯x¯ = 0. (A 2)
Since E ∼ O(1), both elasticity and surface tension effects are of comparable
magnitude in the transition region. Solving for the velocity field from the momentum
equation and relating the pressure gradient to the viscous stresses, we obtain a single
equation for the film thickness, h¯(x¯), as
E h¯x¯x¯x¯x¯x¯ − h¯x¯x¯x¯ = 3(h¯− h¯∞)
h¯3
. (A 3)
This equation is analogous to the Landau–Levich equation derived earlier. As
x¯→−∞, h¯ becomes large, hence the asymptotic behaviour of (A 3) becomes
h¯(x¯)= E 3/2(Aex¯/E + Be−x¯/E )+ C0x¯2 + C1x¯+ C2. (A 4)
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FIGURE 10. (a) Solution of (A 3) obtained with E = 1. The inset is a close-up view of the
solution which reveals a dimple structure. (b) Boundary layer structure of curvature at the
lower end of the integration domain. The inset shows curvature throughout the domain.
The exponentially decaying term becomes insignificant when x¯ becomes large and
negative so that
h¯(x¯)= C0x¯2 + C1x¯+ C2 as x¯→−∞. (A 5)
The matching conditions are identical to (3.25), but now valid for an O(1) value for
E . Since the static equation (A 1) and the corresponding matching conditions at the
plate remain unaltered, the shape of the static meniscus is identical to (3.26) obtained
earlier. Moreover, the value of C0 is fixed at 1/
√
2. We now solve (A 3) iteratively
from xmax = 0 to xmin = −500 as a boundary value problem. The boundary conditions
at x= xmin can be written as
h¯x¯x¯ = 2C0
h¯x¯x¯x¯ = 0
}
at x¯= xmin. (A 6)
Additional boundary conditions are imposed at x = xmax by linearizing (A 3) about
h¯ = h¯∞. We varied E over a wide range of values and the solution for one particular
value is shown in figure 10. Figure 10(a) reveals no surprises and yields a film
thickness of h¯∞ = 0.877. A closer examination near the lower end of the domain
where (A 6) is imposed reveals a boundary layer structure (figure 10b). Such a solution
structure was found for all values of E and with different values for xmin. This exposes
a fundamental deficiency in the problem formulation and shows that there is no
solution in the asymptotic regime where  ∼ O(Ca2/3).
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